**Introduction:**

**What is service-learning?**
* Integrates academic course with community service
* Paying attention to reflection
* Sharing their ideas
* A different experiential learning
* Perform social services
* Apply the knowledge and skills
* Understanding of the social work environment

**Poster Purpose:**
* Give the students the initiative to learn the course
* Effectively improve their own operational capabilities
* Required to ask questions and answer based on their experience
* Encourage students to focus on problems learners to reflect
* Helps students integrate their course learning service experience
* Achieves the goal of recording

**Maple Leaf International School at TRU**
- First school established at Dalian, China in 1995
- Students are international, most of them are Chinese.
- 56 students includes Grade 10 to 12
- 5 teachers
- 4 classrooms
- About 27 subjects such as English, Math, Social Studies, Chemistry etc.
- BC high school system
- Fun environment

**Our duties:**
- Share one topic to class at the beginning of the classes
- Help our teacher Mr. Duncan with managing and teaching
- Answer questions students had

**Went Well:**
1) consolidated my professional knowledge
2) applied the theory to real classroom teaching
3) cultivated the ability to work independently
4) to cooperate with students in education and teaching

**Not So Well:**
1) appeared to directly imitate and copy Mr. Duncan's learning methods and behaviors
2) help me to perform better temporarily, but not less contribute to my growth

**Skills and Knowledge Developed:**
1) try to test myself
2) accumulate experience
3) learn to reflect in practice
4) understanding and realize of the work of teachers
5) have a vague concept of what is a teacher’s work
6) how to perform a good job

**Transferable Skills to the Workplace:**
1) some sever problems in students' physical and mental state
2) is the ordinary causes in life that make it all happen
3) be respectful and caring for the workplace
4) learn how to help them develop their skills
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